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Abstract—This work deals with the problem of fitting a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) to a large collection of data. Usual approaches
such as the classical Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm are
known to perform well but require extensive access to the data. The
proposed method compresses the entire database into a single low-
dimensional sketch that can be computed in one pass then directly used
for GMM estimation. This sketch can be seen as resulting from the
application of a linear operator to the underlying probability distribution,
thus establishing a connection between our method and generalized
compressive sensing. In particular, the new algorithms introduced to
estimate GMMs are similar to usual greedy algorithms in compressive
sensing.

I. BACKGROUND

Traditional methods for diminishing the complexity of a learning
task compress each individual data point to reduce dimension [1].
On the contrary, the database literature often summarizes an entire
collection of data with objects referred to as ”sketches”, whose size
does not depend on the number of items in the collection [2].

In [3], Bourrier et al. introduced a method to estimate isotropic
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) with fixed variance from a sketch,
using an algorithm similar to Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT) [4].
Inspired by Random Fourier sampling, the sketch is formed by a
sampling of the empirical characteristic function: given a collection
of items X = {x1, ...,xN} drawn i.i.d. from a density p ∈ L1(Rn)
and frequencies ωj ∈ Rn, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, the sketch is defined as

ẑ =
[
Ê
(
e−iωT

j x
)]

j=1,...,m
(1)

where Ê(f(x)) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 f(xi). The inequality m � nN is

verified so that the database is heavily compressed. The sketch is
formed by a collection of empirical moments, and thus approximates
a vector of real moments that can be considered as resulting from a
linear operator A applied to the distribution p. Our goal is to estimate
p from the sketch ẑ ≈ Ap.

In compressive sensing, such underdetermined inverse problems
are usually dealt with by assuming that the encoded signal belongs to
a low-dimensional model such as the set of sparse vectors, i.e. vectors
that are a combination of only a few elements from the canonical
basis of Rn. In our setting, the density p is said to be ”sparse” if it is
a GMM, i.e. a combination of a few elements from the set G = {pθ}
of Gaussian distributions: p =

∑K
k=1 αkpθk .

For density estimation as an inverse problem, unlike previous
approaches [5] [6] that assume a finite set of basic distributions with
limited coherence between its elements, here the set G is uncountable,
and two distributions in G can be infinitely close to each other, hence
the need to come up with a novel approach.

II. CONTRIBUTION

Our main goal is to extend the method in [3] to non-isotropic Gaus-
sians with diagonal covariance. Many modifications were necessary
to deal with the numerous challenges raised by relaxed variances.

A. Proposed algorithms
The proposed algorithms derive from the Orthogonal Matching

Pursuit (OMP) algorithm, which progressively adds atomsApθk most
correlated with the residual to the mixture, until the desired sparsity
K is attained. As the dictionary of available atoms is uncountable,
this requires an optimization step that only yields an atom highly
correlated with the residual instead of the true maximum. We derive
two algorithms from OMP, by successively adding two modifications.

- OMP for Compressive GMM (OMPC): we add a parametric
optimization of the whole mixture at each iteration, providing the
adjustment required when adding a Gaussian to the mixture (Fig. 1).

- OMP with Replacement for Compressive GMM (OMPRC):
in addition to the previous modification, similar to [7], we run the
algorithm for more than K iterations (typically 2K iterations), and at
each iteration enforce K-sparsity by Hard Thresholding if necessary.
B. Construction of the sketch

Similar to classical Random Fourier sampling, the frequencies ωj

are randomly chosen. A novel distribution pω is introduced, based on
a heuristic that maximizes the capacity of the sampled characteristic
function to discriminate between two distinct GMM parameters. In
particular, while previous choices [3] exhibit many problems in high
dimension, this distribution leads to reconstruction results that are
substantially more robust to dimensionality (Fig. 2).

III. SOME RESULTS
Through extensive testing of the method on synthetic data, we

evaluate the precision of the reconstruction with the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence, by taking a median value over 30 experiments. A
clear phase transition with respect to the number of measurements is
observed (Fig. 5). On large databases, our MATLAB implementation
of the compressive algorithms substantially outperforms a state-
of-the-art C++ implementation of EM [8] in terms of time and
memory complexity (Fig. 3). In terms of reconstruction precision,
the OMPRC algorithm essentially matches EM in every setting, and
even outperforms it in some cases (Fig. 4).

We also compare our method to EM on a speaker verification task
[9] using the NIST 2005 database [10], which requires learning a
GMM over a database with millions of items. Despite the heavy
compression, the proposed compressive method yields results close
to those of EM, in particular when increasing the number of mea-
surements m (Fig. 6).

IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a practical compressive approach to GMM estimation

which outperforms usual methods by orders of magnitude in terms
of memory usage while preserving the precision of the estimation.

Moreover, the sketch can be easily updated with new data and
preserves data privacy, which can be crucial for many applications.
For instance, in the presented speech processing task, it allows not
to store the spoken fragments, possibly of sensitive nature, while
permitting the update of the database with new recordings.



Fig. 1. Approximation of a distribution with a 1-GMM (left) and a 2-GMM
(right). The 2-GMM cannot be derived from the 1-GMM by simply adding a
Gaussian (as would do usual OMP), hence the need for a global optimization
step in OMPC and OMPRC.

Fig. 2. KL-divergence results for OMPRC with respect to the relative number
of frequencies m

Kn
, drawn either from the previous frequency distribution [3]

or our adapted distribution pω . The former choice is seen to be very sensitive
to the dimension n, and fails to yield satisfying results in high dimension
(right).
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Fig. 3. Time (left) and memory (right) usage of OMPRC and EM with
respect to the size of the database N , for n = 10 and m = 1000.

Fig. 4. KL-divergence results for the compressive algorithms and EM with
respect to the size of the database N , for n = 10 and K = 5 (left) or
K = 20 (right). The previous IHT [3] fails in our setting of non-isotropic
Gaussians, while OMPRC matches the performance of EM.

Fig. 5. KL-divergence results for OMPRC with respect to the relative number
of measurements m

Kn
, for n = 15 and K = 5, 10, 20.

Fig. 6. Speaker verification results presented with DET-curves (on both axis,
lower is better), for EM and OMPRC for various number of measurements
m. At high m the performance of OMPRC approaches that of EM despite
the heavy compression (here nN ≈ 108).


